REGIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

PUBLIC COMPANY

Krajská hospodářská komora v Plzeňském kraji

COUNTRY / REGION:
Czech Republic / Southwest Bohemian

CONTACT:
Radka Trylčová
http://khkvpk.cz/
rhkpk@rhkpk.cz
+420 377 322 800

ADDRESS:
Nerudova 972/25
Plzeň

WE ARE THE ORGANIZATION THAT:

- is focusing on sustainable production technics and industry 4.0;
- is taking care of clients: regional authorities, local authorities, large companies, SMEs, networks and clusters;
- specializes in large contact base, education services, information services, dissemination services and accessing the general public;
- has major success in the field of:
  + supporting and developing the business environment;
  + advisory and consultancy activities,
  + a wide range of services for entrepreneurs, non-enterprising legal bodies and for public;
- carries out specialized multinational projects;
- holds a range of trainings, seminars and workshops based on the needs and interests of businesses;
- verifies certificates on the origin of goods, issues ATA carnets for temporary export of goods;

WHAT I WANT TO GET OUT OF THE NETWORK:
- cooperation and networking amongst individual entities;
- promote cooperation between individual entities (in the form of clusters, etc.);
- increase awareness of the entities;
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